
 

 

Carnival Cruise Line's Have Fun. Be Safe. protocols and procedures have been designed to maximize 
the health and safety of our guests and crew while delivering a fun and memorable vacation 
experience. Below are the measures currently planned, which are subject to change as further 
details are established. They will be updated in accordance with guidance from public health 
authorities. 

 

For guests cruising on an Alaska summer 2021 sailing, please be sure to review the Protocols for 
Alaska Summer 2021 Sailings section. 

 

BOOKING 

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention publishes travel advice, warnings and 
recommendations related to COVID-19, including for travel on cruise ships, which you should consult 
at the CDC's website   before confirming a reservation. 

ENHANCED HEALTH SCREENINGS 

Every guest will undergo enhanced pre-embarkation health screenings. We will refer anyone with 
signs and symptoms of COVID-19, or who are identified at-risk, for additional medical screening 
before allowing them to board. Secondary screenings (and health checks throughout the cruise) will 
be performed when necessary. Contact tracing is planned for every cruise. Protocols are evolving 
and as changes are announced, we will share more information as soon as possible 

RESPONSIBLE PHYSICAL DISTANCING 

Physical distancing will be maintained throughout check-in and embarkation, and will be required in 
terminals, on board ships, on private islands, and during shore excursions. This will be managed by 
adjusting the flow of groups and through reduced occupancy, staggered activity times, and closely 
managed group sizes. Entertainment programs and restaurants will be designed to enhance physical 
distancing. 

MASKS 

Face masks for all forms of transportation are still required by the CDC; however, protocols are 
evolving and as changes are announced, we will share more information as soon as possible. 

PERSONAL HYGIENE 

Guests will be encouraged to use the hand-washing sinks and hand sanitizer dispensers at venue 
entrances and in high-traffic areas throughout the ship. Guests will be asked to follow health 
information about the ways to stay healthy on board and when ashore through daily programming, 



entertainment systems, announcements, in-stateroom literature, and our app. There will be no self-
service for meals. We'll do the serving for you. 

SAFE SHORESIDE EXPERIENCES 

We’re working with local authorities, destinations and tour operators so that the enhanced health 
and safety measures on board are maintained ashore. We will follow the health protocols for every 
port we visit. There may be a reduction in the capacity of excursions and tour vehicles. Only shore 
excursions that comply with our prescribed protocols will be permitted, with strict adherence 
required of all guests and denial of re-boarding for any guests who do not comply. 

PROTOCOLS FOR ALASKA SUMMER 2021 SAILINGS 

Alaska cruises are available only for guests who have received their final dose of an approved COVID-
19 vaccine at least 14 days prior to the beginning of the cruise and have proof of vaccination. 
Accordingly, the following applies only to these specific Alaska itineraries: 

•All guests, including children who are age-eligible for vaccines, will need to show proof of 
vaccination. 

•This means, that regrettably, guests who are not vaccinated, including children who are not yet 
eligible for a vaccine, will not be permitted to sail.* 

Our Have Fun. Be Safe. guidelines for Alaska voyages incorporate guidance from the CDC and Alaska 
officials: 

•All guests will be asked to confirm their status as fully vaccinated for COVID-19 during check-in and 
provide proof of vaccination in advance of boarding. (As a reminder, “fully vaccinated” means the 
final dose of the vaccine was administered 14 days prior to embarkation.) 

•It’s important for guests to come prepared, as those who arrive at the embarkation terminal 
without the proper proof of vaccination will not be able to cruise, and no refund will be issued. 

•Face masks for all forms of transportation are still required by the CDC; however, protocols are 
evolving and as changes are announced, we will share more information as soon as possible. 

•While guests will be vaccinated, we will follow protocols and requirements for each destination 
while ashore in Alaska. Remember, these restrictions are under the control of local government and 
are subject to change without advance notice, so we encourage guests to come prepared for 
potential mask requirements ashore. 

Please note that these guidelines are subject to change. *Exceptions as required by law 


